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Abstract 

The design of an efficient field-scale remediation based on the use of nanoscale zero valent 

iron (NZVI) requires an accurate assessment of the mobility of such particles in saturated porous 

media, both during injection in the subsurface (short-term mobility) and later (long-term 

mobility). In this study, the mobility of highly concentrated dispersions of bimetallic Fe/Cu 

nanoparticles (d50= 70±5 nm) in sand-packed columns (0.5 m length and 0.025 m inner diameter) 

was studied. In particular, the influence of flow rate (V = 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, 2×10
-3

 m/s) and injected 

particle concentrations (2, 5, 8, 12 g/l) was addressed. Breakthrough curves and water pressure 

drop along the column, averaged effective porosity and final distribution of retained particles 

along the column were measured. Experimental results evidenced a good mobility of the Fe/Cu 

particles, with significant breakthrough in all explored experimental conditions of flow rate and 

C0, without requiring the addition of any stabilizing agent. Clogging phenomenon of the column 

and also the pore pressure variation during injection period are strongly affected by injected 

concentration. Clogging due to deposition of particles following a ripening dynamics was 

observed in particular for C0= 8 and 12 g/l. The experimental data were modeled using the E-

MNM1D software. The study has implications for field injection of bimetallic nanoparticles, 

suggesting that particular care is to be devoted when selecting injection concentration, to avoid 

porous medium clogging and control the radius of influence.  

 

Key-words: Nano-Fe/Cu Particles, Transport and Retention, Porous Medium, Numerical Model, 

Groundwater Remediation.  
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Abbreviations: Nanoscale zero valent iron, NZVI; Copper, Cu; Iron, Fe; Enhanced Micro- and 

Nanoparticle transport Model, E-MNM1D; Nitrate, NO3
―

; Polyvinyl Alcohol-Co-Vinyl Acetate-

Co-Itaconic Acid, PV3A; Deep bed filtration theory; Sea water intrusion: SEAWAT; Emmett 

and Teller Method, BET; Hydrochloric acid, HCl; Pore volumes, PV; Specific surface area, 

SSA; Ultra violet visible, UV-Vis, Averaged effective porosity, AEP.  

 

Graphical abstract 

 

 

Highlights: 

* Nano-Fe/Cu particles easily transport in the sand medium without significant retention.  

* Clogging phenomenon follows a ripening dynamics is affected by injected concentration. 

* Flow rate had a minor impact on the clogging phenomenon of the porous medium.  

* EMNM1D code is able to simulate the transport mechanism of Fe/Cu particles.  

* Injection concentration of the particles controls the radius of influence.  
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1. Introduction 

Nanoscale zero valent iron (NZVI)-based technologies are studied for the in-situ remediation of 

contaminated aquifers: thanks to the small size, these particles can be effectively injected into the 

subsurface for the direct treatment of contaminated zones and sources (Zhang, 2003, Saleh et al., 

2007, Hee and Cha, 2008). Moreover, the extremely high specific surface area (SSA) provides a 

much higher surface reactivity compared to the more widely used millimetric iron (Zhang, 2003; 

Liu et al., 2005; Freyria et al., 2011). However, NZVI faced critical problems for applications in 

porous media: short travel distances, pore plugging and significant loss of porosity and 

permeability, especially when used in high concentrations, were observed at both laboratory and 

field scale (Cantrell et al. 1997, Zhang et al., 2009, Noubactep et al., 2011). This was attributed 

to the strong tendency of NZVI bare particles to aggregation, agglomeration, and consequent 

rapid settlement or filtration on the solid phase surface (Phenrat et al., 2007; Tiraferri and Sethi, 

2008). Researches show that bare iron nanoparticles may travel in porous media only a few 

centimeters far from the injection point under typical groundwater conditions (Tratnyek and 

Johnson, 2006; Tiraferri et al., 2008; Dalla Vecchia et al., 2009a). To overcome this critical 

issue, many efforts have been carried out to prepare a stable suspension of NZVI by using 

polymeric surface modifiers or anionic surface chargers, (Kanel et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2007; He 

and Zhao, 2005; Dalla Vecchia et al., 2009b; Saleh et al., 2008; Tiraferri et al., 2008; Tiraferri 

and Sethi, 2009), or directly modifying the particle surface during synthesis by addition of noble 

metals (Elliott and Zhang, 2001, Yang and Lee, 2005; Hosseini et al., 2011; Hosseini et al., 

2012). In the latter approach, the presence of composition heterogeneities on the particles surface 

provided in many cases better performances in terms of colloidal stability. Moreover, bimetallic 

NZVI showed much higher degradation rates towards all contaminants traditionally treated by 
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millimetric iron, including chlorinated organic compounds, halogenated hydrocarbons, heavy 

metals, radionuclides, and inorganic anions (Gillham and O’Hannesin, 1994; Zanetti and Fiore, 

2005), and in many cases even better performances if compared to unmodified NZVI particles 

(Zhang, 2003; Wan and Chen, 1999, Tratnyek et al., 2003, Liou et al. 2005, Noubactep et al., 

2011). 

A number of column experiments is reported in the literature aimed to investigate the mobility 

of polymer-modified NZVI in one and two dimensional water-saturated porous media, under 

different hydrochemical and flow conditions (Sun et al., 2001; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004 b; 

Dalla Vecchia et al., 2009b; Phenrat et al., 2010; Caldelas, 2010; Tosco et al., 2012). The 

transport and deposition behavior of surface-modified NZVI in porous media is typically studied 

at low particle concentration (<30 mg/l) and often modeled using approaches based on clean bed 

filtration theory (CFT) (Saleh et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2008, Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004a). In 

the CFT model, the removal of suspended particles is described by first-order kinetics, resulting 

in concentrations of suspended and retained particles that decay exponentially with distance 

(Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004 b; Kim et al., 2007; Tian et al., 2010). However, under many 

circumstances, and in particular for highly concentrated colloidal suspensions of NZVI (i.e. for 

typical concentrations used in NZVI applications, in the order of g/l), deposition does not follow 

linear, irreversible kinetics like those considered in the CFT model, and blocking and ripening 

deposition dynamics are often observed (Li et al., 2008,). Also, in the presence of particle-

particle attractive interactions, filtration and/or straining of agglomerates may become the most 

relevant mechanism controlling NZVI transport (Phenrat et al., 2009, Jaisi et al., 2008). The 

consequence is a progressive porosity and permeability decrease, until the complete clogging of 

the porous medium (Kanel et al., 2008, Noubactep et al., 2011, Tosco and Sethi, 2010). 
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Therefore, the assumptions of CFT are not likely to be valid for surface modified NZVI transport 

at high particle concentration (Phenrat et al., 2009), and other modeling approaches are to be 

considered. Kanel et al. (2007) used the variable-density code SEAWAT for simulating the 

transport of polymer (PAA) modified NZVI through homogenous porous media in 2-D scale. 

Tosco and Sethi (2010) developed the E-MNM1D software, which solves one dimensional 

transport with modified advection-dispersion-deposition equations to simulate the highly 

concentrated NZVI dispersed in a non-Newtonian gel of xanthan gum through saturated porous 

media.  

In this work, bimetallic nanoparticles are used, constituted by a core of Fe
0 

partly coated by Cu, 

named as nano-Fe/Cu particles. The presence of a partial coating of Cu was found to be 

responsible for longer reactivity lifetime, along with prevention or reduction of the formation and 

accumulation of toxic byproducts (Yang and Lee, 2005; Hosseini et al., 2011; Tratnyek et al., 

2003). The mechanism responsible for this reactivity is related to catalytic hydrogenation and 

electrochemical effect (Wan and Chen, 1999; Ruangchainikom et al., 2006). Moreover, unlike 

most part of the nanoscale Fe
0
 particles used in laboratory studies and field applications, the 

nano-Fe/Cu particles used in this study exhibited a good colloidal stability against sedimentation 

and aggregation, even at high concentrations, and consequently do not require the use of any 

stabilizing agent. 

The objective of this study is to investigate the mobility and deposition behavior of highly 

concentrated suspensions of the nano-Fe/Cu particles, which previously showed good 

performances in terms of reactivity towards contaminants. In particular, the influence of injected 

concentration and pore velocity on the particle mobility was studied. Transport tests in sand-

packed saturated columns were performed by injecting the bimetallic NZVI dispersed in natural 
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groundwater at different concentrations (C0 = 2, 5, 8, and 12 g/l) and different pore water 

velocity values (V= 5×10-4, 1×10-3, and 2×10-3 m/s). The E-MNM1D software was then used 

for inverse simulation of the experimental results. This research contributes to a better 

understanding of fundamental processes and important parameters governing nano-Fe/Cu 

particles transport and retention in coarse sand and provides experimental data for the 

development of nanoparticle transport models.  

 

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Nano-Fe/Cu particles 

Surface-modified nano-Fe/Cu particles for column transport tests were synthesized following the 

protocol described in Hosseini et al. (2011). The particles have an NZVI core with a 

discontinuous Cu shell. The percentage of the Cu content can be tuned during synthesis. In this 

work, a percentage of 5% (w/w) was adopted, which previous studies demonstrated to provide 

higher contaminant reduction rates compared to other values (Liu et al., 2005; Hosseini et al., 

2011). The characterization of the synthesized nano-Fe/Cu particles indicated an average 

diameter d50 = 70 ± 5 nm, a BET surface area SA= 28.6 m
2
/g (or 2.14 × 10

8 
m

2
/m

3
), and a particle 

density ρp = 7550 kg/m
3 
(see Table 1). 

 

2.2. Experimental apparatus and test procedure 

A plexi-glass column (inner diameter D = 0.025 m) was repeatedly wet–packed to a total column 

length L = 0.5 m with a homogenous natural coarse sand (d50= 0.83×10
-3 

m) with negligible iron 

content. Sand was packed in 10 layers, each layer with height of 0.05 m using vibration to 

minimize any layering or air entrapment and then flushed with a 1mM HCl solution at 10 pore 
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volumes (PV) in order to obtain a uniform surface charge in sand. Transport tests performed 

injecting a conservative tracer indicated a porosity (n) equal to 0.37 and a longitudinal 

dispersivity (αL) equal to 5.7 ×10
-3 

m (see tracer tests in the Appendix section). Other relevant 

porous medium properties included bulk density (ρb) of 1682 kg/m
3
, hydraulic conductivity (K) 

of 5.5×10
-4 

m/s (47.5 m/d) and permeability (k) of 5.6×10
-11 

m
2 

(see Table A1 in the Appendix 

section). 

The transport tests of the nano-Fe/Cu particles included three steps, namely pre-conditioning 

of the column with particle-free solution (~10-12 PVs), NZVI injection (1050 s), and flushing 

with the same particle-free solution (5700 s). In pre-conditioning and flushing steps, the natural 

groundwater of Karaj city (Iran) with ionic strength (I) of 40 mM was used. Each column test 

was performed at three constant flow rates, namely V = 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s 

(corresponding to 43.2, 86.4, and 172.8 m/day, respectively). Table (A1) in the Appendix section 

summarizes the parameters values for porous medium, water, nanoparticles and also operation 

conditions of the experiments presented in this study. 

The Fe/Cu nanoparticles concentration and the flow rate were chosen coherently with the 

purpose of initial study to design a remediation system in an aquifer system close to the city of 

Karaj (Iran) in the future. Un-uniformed groundwater direction in this aquifer caused that the 

remediation during the nanoparticles transport is more favorite than other in-situ remediation 

methods (e.g., reactive wall, permeable reactive barrier). The aquifer, which provides the tap 

water supply for ~2 million peoples, is heavily impacted by nitrates as a major contaminant. As a 

consequence, Fe/Cu nanoparticles were considered for the remediation of this aquifer. Basing on 

the maximum background NO3
―

 concentration in the Karaj city aquifer (200 mg/l), values of    

C0 = 2, 5, 8 and 12 g l
−1

 of nano-Fe/Cu particles were selected in this study, which lead to 
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stoichiometric ratio of Fe/N, respectively equal to 10, 25, 40 and 60. In addition, the pore water 

velocities of 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s were chosen as representative of the water velocity at 

a few meters from pumping wells ((2.5-6)×10
-3

 m/s) and also at pumping well face screens (1.5-

4.0×10
-2

 m/s) according to Freeze and Cherry (1979) and Bear (1979). 

A constant water discharge through the sand-packed column was ensured by tuning the water 

level in two piezometers at the inlet and outlet of the column itself. Two valves after the water 

column was used for more convenience of the pressure gradient controlling during the 

experiment (see Figure A1). NZVI particles were injected in the column using a typical syringe 

pump at different flow rates. A permeable glass diffuser screen was used at the column inlet to 

provide a uniform distribution in the cross section. The NZVI suspensions were prepared by 

dispersing the nanoparticles in de-ionized and de-oxided water immediately prior the injection, 

and stored in a reservoir which was slowly, continuously stirred to prevent any sedimentation of 

the particles. The combination of three different flow rates (V = 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s) 

and four different NZVI concentrations (C0 = 2, 5, 8, and 12 g/l) resulted in a total number of 12 

transport tests.  

The effluent concentration of NZVI particles was monitored by collecting 5 ml samples at 

specified time intervals using an automated sampling collector, and then total iron particles in 

solution was analyzed using an UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Shanghai Selon Sceince Instrument 

Co. Ltd., Model No. S22PC) with λ=508 nm after acid digestion using an adaptation of the 

approach taken in several recent studies on the stability of nZVI in solution as described in Saleh et 

al. (2008) and Johnson et al. (2009). The pressure drop along the column during the experiment 

was continuously measured by two pressure gauges connected at the column inlet and outlet 
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through plastic tubes, and monitored by a camera (as shown in the graphical abstract). To 

prevent the particles from entering, a synthetic fine pore sponge was applied at the pipes' inlet. 

The column tests were run in duplicates. For all tests, the breakthrough curves (BTC) of C/C0 

and pressure drop of water flowing through the sand column (ΔP) were measured over time. The 

spatial distribution of the retained NZVI concentration along the column (S vs x) was obtained 

only for the experiments with C0= 8 g/l, for the three considered flow rates V=5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 

2×10
-3

 m/s at the end of injection period (t=tinj) for one replicate, and at the end of the 

experimental time (texp=tinj+tflush) for the other replicate. At each case, the sand column was 

dissected into 10 sections of 0.05 m each minimizing the disturbance to the packed bed. The total 

concentration of deposed iron in each part was determined using the phenanthrolin colorimetric 

according to method of Johnson et al. (2009).  

 

2.3. Mathematical model for one dimensional flow and colloid transport 

The one-dimensional transport of suspended particles through porous media is usually 

modeled with a modified form of the advection-dispersion partial differential equation, including 

the interactions with the soil matrix (Bradford et al., 2003, Johnson and Elimelech, 1995, Tosco 

et al., 2009, Tiraferri et al., 2011), resulting from deposition (attachment) and release 

(detachment) of particles onto and from the solid matrix. In this work the following set of 

equations was adopted, considering two reversible interaction mechanisms: 
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                                   (1) 

 

where x [L] and t [T] are the independent variable for space and time, respectively. The 

dependent variables are the concentration of particles suspended in the fluid phase C [M L
-3

] and 

the concentration of particles deposited on the soil matrix s, reported as mass of particles per unit 

mass of porous medium [-]. The porous medium parameters include the hydrodynamic 

dispersion  Dx [L
2 

T
-1

], the Darcian flow velocity q [L T
-1

], the porous medium bulk density ρb 

[ML
-3

], the effective porosity ε [-], and the mean diameter of the porous material d50 [L]. The 

kinetic model coefficients include the deposition and release rate coefficients for the i
th

 

interaction site k
i
a and k

i
d [T

-1
] (i = 1, 2) and the multiplier and exponent coefficients defining the 

interaction dynamics, Ai and βi [-]. 

The first equation represents the mass balance for the liquid phase, and the second and third 

equations the mass balances for the solid phase for the two interaction sites (s = s1+ s2). Site 1 

(s1) is modeled following the general formulation for physical-chemical interactions proposed by 

Tosco and Sethi (2010), which can be adapted to all commonly used interaction kinetics (first-

order deposition dynamics, blocking, ripening). Site 2 (s2) considers space-dependent deposition 

dynamics, modeled on the straining kinetics proposed by Bradford et al. (2003). 

As previously discussed by several authors (Saleh et al., 2007; Kanel et al. 2008; Tosco and 

Sethi, 2010), the transport of highly concentrated suspensions of iron nanoparticles through 

porous media often results in the deposition of a relevant fraction of the suspended particles. 
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High concentrations of retained particles can be due to a number of concurrent phenomena, 

including formation of aggregates in the pore space, which then are filtered and/or strained by 

the porous medium, or to attractive particle-particle interactions, which cause deposited particles 

to attract the suspended one, thus resulting in ripening phenomena. As a consequence, the 

presence of particle deposits may negatively affect the hydrodynamic parameters of the porous 

medium, resulting in clogging phenomena. 

Clogging phenomena have a macroscopic effect on pressure gradient, defined by the Darcy’s 

law. An overview of experimental data (Mays and Hunt, 2005) indicates that even moderate 

volumes of retained particles, in the order of 1% of the porous volume, or lower, usually result in 

extremely pronounced clogging, causing an increase of pressure drops of two to three orders of 

magnitude. Clogging can be modeled through a reduction in permeability, due to a concurrent 

decrease of the pore space available for the fluid flow ε(s), and an increase of the specific surface 

area of the liquid (pore water) - solid (matrix plus deposited particles) interface a(s)
 
(Tosco and 

Sethi, 2010):
 

 

  sns
p

b




                              (2) 

  saasa
p

b

p



 0                             (3) 

 

where n is the porosity before the injection of the particles [-], a0 is the specific surface area of 

the porous matrix in the absence of particle deposits [L
-1

], ap is the specific surface area of the 

nanoparticles [L
-1

], ρp is the density of nanoparticles [M L
-3

]. The parameter λ is the volume of 

the particles per unit volume of particle deposits [-], and consequently represents the degree of 

packing of the deposits. It can vary in the range 0<λ<1: the higher λ, the more packed are the 
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deposits, and consequently the highest the overall density of the deposits, λρp. The parameter θ 

represents in turn the fraction of deposited nanoparticles contributing to the overall increase of 

the solid-liquid interface area [-], following Mays and Hunt (2005), with 0<θ<1, being θ higher 

for more irregular deposits. If the permeability coefficient  sK
 
is assumed to depend on the 

third power of porosity and the square of the specific surface area (Kozeny, 1927), then it can be 

expressed as (Tosco and Sethi, 2010): 

 

 
2

0

3

0 

















a

a

n
KsK


                                       (4) 

 

where K0 is the permeability coefficient in the absence of deposited particles [L
2
]. 

It was observed that, during particle deposition, the most relevant contribution to permeability 

reduction (and consequently to clogging) is usually do to a significant increase in the specific 

surface area of the liquid-solid interface, rather than to porosity reduction (Mays ad Hunt, 2005). 

In transport column tests, the overall pressure drop between column entrance and exit, which can 

be measured by pressure sensors/gauges and directly related to the average degree of clogging of 

the column, corresponds to the space integral of Darcy law (at a certain time): 

 

     
 
 

L

outin dx
txK

tx
qtPtPtP

0
,

,
                                               (5) 

 

where L is the column length [L] and μ(x, t) is the dynamic viscosity of the mobile phase in 

distance of x and time t [ML
-1

T
-1

]. The permeability is a time- and space-dependent variable 

(being function of s). As a general rule, also the fluid viscosity may be a time- and space- 
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dependent variable (Tosco and Sethi, 2010). However, in this work it was assumed to be a 

constant parameter, equal to water dynamic viscosity. 

In this study, the software E-MNM1D (Tosco and Sethi, 2010) was used for direct and inverse 

simulation of the transport and retention behavior of the nano-Fe/Cu particles injected through 

sand columns. Two interaction sites were considered, following equation (1). Newtonian 

properties were assumed for both flushing water and Fe/Cu particle suspensions, neglecting 

effects of particle concentration on viscosity, μf= μw. The solution to equations (1) to (5) provided 

by E-MNNM1D assumes one-dimensional, horizontal, quasi-stationary flow, constant discharge, 

and negligible compressibility of particles, porous matrix, pore fluid, and particles deposits.  

Initial conditions of zero concentration of particles in both liquid and solid phase were imposed. 

A homogeneous second type boundary condition was assumed at the column outlet (x = L). A 

fist type boundary condition was assumed at the inlet (x = 0), simulating a step injection of 

particles at a constant concentration C0 for 0 ≤ t ≤ tinj, followed by a zero inlet concentration up 

to the end of the simulation (tinj ≤ t ≤ tinj+ tflush). 

The equations are solved using a finite differences approach (Tosco and Sethi, 2009), with space 

and time steps respectively equal to Δx=0.0025 m and Δt= 2 s. Sand column geometry (L and 

inner radius), porous medium characteristics (ρb, d50, K, k, and n), properties of the nanoparticles 

(d50, ρp, and SA), and influent water characteristics (μ, ρw) were assumed as known parameters 

(Table A1 in the Appendix section). Transport and clogging parameters, namely the deposition 

and release (detachment) parameters (k
1

a, k
2

a, k
1

d, k
2

d, A1, β1, and β2) and the parameters 

controlling the clogging phenomena (λ and θ), were obtained from the inverse solution of the 

equations (1) to (5) using a least-squares procedure. 
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The inverse modeling was applied only on the three tests for C0 = 8 g/l, thus providing three sets 

of model parameters, one for each considered flow rate (5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, 2×10
-3

 m/s). The 

inverse-fitted parameters were then used for the direct simulation of the other tests performed 

with C0= 2, 5 and 12 g/l. The duration of injection and flushing period (respectively, tinj and tflush) 

was the same for all simulations, namely tinj= 1050 s and tflush = 5700 s, for a total simulation 

time of 6750 s. The values of the transport and clogging parameters were determined by 

simultaneous fitting of the observed BTC of nanoparticles concentration (Cobs), pressure drop 

during time (ΔPobs), and spatial distribution of retained nanoparticles concentration on the solid 

phase after the flushing period, to the corresponding simulated values: 

 

 

   

   




















 tPdxtxp

xSttxS

tCtLxC

obs

L

obsflush

obs

0
,

,

),(

              (12) 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Tracer tests 

To compare the transport behavior of an ideal solute (a tracer) with the NZVI through the used 

sand in the experiments, a series of tracer tests using NaCl were conducted. The normalized C/C0 

breakthrough curves of the tracer for the three velocities are shown as colored points in Figure 

(A1) in the Appendix section. Longitudinal dispersivity (αL) of the medium was calculated from 

tracer BTCs at different flow rates using the analytical approach developed by Singh (2002) for 
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advective-dispersive transport of an ideal solute in homogeneous and isotropic porous media 

averagely equal to 5.7×10
-3 

m.  

It is known that the effective velocity of a particle in a porous medium is higher than the one 

observed for water and solutes (Wood and Ehrlich, 1978; Toran and Palumbo, 1992). However, 

under some circumstances, the difference can be neglected, and effective velocity of a particle 

can be approximated with the values obtained from tracer tests. An estimate of this discrepancy 

can be obtained from the correlations proposed by Johnson and Elimelech (1995) and Di Marzio 

and Guttman (1970) for, respectively, the average pore size of the porous medium and the 

effective velocity of the NZVI particles flowing through it. For the particle size and flow rates 

used in this work, the discrepancy correlation suggests that the average pore diameter is    

4.8×10
-4

 m and the ratio of colloid to water flow rate is 0.01%. These values are acceptably small 

to support the use of the parameters obtained from tracer tests to assess NZVI transport.  

 

3.2. Transport tests of Fe/Cu nanoparticles: experimental results and numerical 

modeling 

The observed BTCs of nanoparticles (C/C0) as a function of time (Figure 1) in different 

experimental conditions of pore water velocities (V= 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, 2×10
-3

 m/s) and injected 

concentrations (C0= 2, 5, 8, and 12 g/l) are presented in Figure (1) by open colored circles. The 

corresponding profiles of pressure drop over time (ΔP) are reported in Figure (2). 

The breakthrough curves (Figure 1) indicate that both V and C0 have a relevant impact on 

NZVI mobility, even if the influence of C0 is more evident. In all experimental conditions, the 

BTCs are not symmetrical, which indicates that attachment and detachment phenomena are 

occurring in different modes. The observed profiles of pressure drop (ΔP) as a function of time 
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(Figure 2) indicate that in all of the 12 experiments, ∆P increased during the injection period (the 

maximum ∆P value was always observed at t= tinj) and then declined during the flushing period. 

Because the viscosity of NZVI dispersion is the same as the viscosity of the water used for 

flushing (Table S1), it can be concluded that all the increase in pore pressure during injection is 

due to clogging phenomenon caused by deposited NZVI, with a consequent reduction in 

permeability.  

Figure (1) and Figure (2) also report the simulated curves of C/C0 and ΔP obtained from direct 

and inverse simulations in E-MNM1D. Three sets of model parameters (Table 1) were obtained 

from simultaneous inverse fitting of experimental breakthrough curves, pressure drop curves and 

profiles of deposited particle concentration for the tests performed injecting C0 = 8 g/l. Each set 

of transport coefficients correspond to a different flow rate (5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s). 

Model curves for tests with C0= 2, 5 and 12 g/l, also reported in Figures (1) and (2), were instead 

obtained from direct simulations using the transport parameters obtained from the tests at C0 = 8 

g/l. As a general rule, experimental and model curves are in good agreement among them, both 

for inverse-simulated tests (C0= 8 g/l) and for the others (C0= 2, 5, and 12 g/l). The correlation 

coefficient (R
2
) and also P-value statistic based on F-test (with α=0.05) between the observed 

and simulated values of ∆P and C/C0 to investigate the equality of variances have been 

calculated and shown in Table (A2) in the Appendix section. The calculated R
2 

values have the 

range of 0.75 to 1.00, and the P-values have a significance level of 95% for most circumstances, 

except two cases of ∆P profiles, when C0=8 g/l and V=5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s. A slightly 

more pronounced discrepancy can be noticed for the highest nanoparticles concentration, but 

overall the quantitative and qualitative agreement is satisfactory. Even if the transport 

coefficients were determined from inverse fitting of the experimental data of only one injected 
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concentration, the comparison of experimental and simulated curves for the other values of C0 

indicate that they can be considered independent on the injected concentration under identical 

flow rate. This finding is important in particular for the attachment and detachment coefficients, 

k
i
a and k

i
d: different inlet concentrations give rise to extremely different amounts of deposited 

particles, which may or may not result in clogging of the porous medium, depending on C0, thus 

indicating that, in the deposition term of the second and third equations in (1), the concentration 

of suspended particles has a strong influence on the deposition process. An independence of 

attachment coefficients on the concentration of particles suspended in the pore water was 

expected, as input concentration has no effect on particle-collector interaction energies and 

deposition efficiency, On the other hand, an influence of C0 could have been hypothesized during 

NZVI injection, but was not clearly observed in our results, probably due to the predominance of 

deposition phenomena, which masked changes in release rates with changing C0. 

The simulated and observed profiles of normalized retained particle concentration (S/V.C0) along 

the column for C0=8 g/l and different velocities (V= 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s) at two stages 

are shown in Figure (4), one at the end of injection period (t=tinj=1050 s, Figure 4a to 4c) and 

another at the end of flushing period (t= 6700 s, Figure 6d). Simulated profiles for C0 = 2, 5, and 

12 g/l and different velocities (V) at t=6700 s are reported in Figure (A2) in the Appendix 

section. All profiles were normalized by the injected mass flux (V.C0) to allow comparison of the 

tests performed at different flow rates (and therefore injecting different mass of particles, being 

the injection duration the same in all tests).  

The influence of flow rate can be clearly observed in the profiles of deposited concentration. 

Increasing the pore water velocity through the column (Figure 4a compared to 4c) caused a 

reduction in deposition, which is consistent with the common behavior of colloidal nanoparticles 
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reported in the literatures (Wang, 2009; Tosco et al., 2012). However, the shape of the deposits 

is the same for all flow rates, suggesting that V influences the amount of deposited particles, but 

not the deposition mechanism. 

The mass balance of nano-Fe/Cu particles was determined by comparing the total weight of 

nanoparticles injected to the column during the tinj, to the corresponding value obtained by sum 

of weight of effluent particles calculated from integrating the particle breakthrough curve (C/C0) 

with the amount retained (deposited) particles (S) on the length of sand after flushing period for 

each pore water velocity. The mass balance was applicable only for condition of C0=8 g/l and V= 

5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s due to availability of observed values of deposited particles. 

Results of mass balance calculation summarized in Table (2). The mass balance was found to be 

±1.0%, ±4.5%, and ±24.1%, respectively for V= 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s which reveals 

that increasing in V corresponds to smaller variability to calculate the mass balance. 

 

3.3. Mechanisms of particle deposition and release 

Deposition during nanoparticle injection is more evident for low flow rates, and high injected 

concentrations C0. This is consistent with the literature for colloid transport in general (Cullen et 

al., 2010), and for iron-based nanoparticles in particular (Dalla Vecchia et al., 2009b; Tosco et 

al., 2012). The fitted inverse-values of deposition and release coefficients for both sites (k
i
a and 

k
i
d) coherently indicate a moderate dependence on flow rate: attachment coefficients decrease 

with increasing flow rate, while detachment coefficients increase with increasing flow rate. The 

shape of the breakthrough curves in the advanced stages of deposition suggests that a dynamic 

equilibrium between deposition and release is not reached during NZVI injection. In all tests, 

except those for the lowest C0 (Figure 1a), the BTCs, after the initial increase, showed a strong 
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decline, which is a clear indication of ripening (Li et al., 2005; Tosco and Sethi, 2010). This 

phenomenon became more evident with increasing the injected concentration. Ripening is 

modeled by positive inverse-fitted values of the parameter A1 (Table 1), which is only 

moderately affected by the flow rate. Whereas, the negative and zero value of A1, respectively 

indicate the blocking phenomenon and linear isotherm. Ripening is also consistent with the non 

linear increase in pressure drop curves for the highest injected concentrations C0. 

Further analysis of the breakthrough curves show that release during flushing increased mainly 

with increasing the injected concentration C0, while flow rate had a minor impact. For the lowest 

C0, the decline of the BTCs at the beginning of flushing was abrupt, regardless the flow rate. For 

C0= 5 g/l (Figure 1b), a slight retarded decline of breakthrough concentration was observed, 

suggesting that a fraction of the deposited particles were released. Further increasing the injected 

concentration (Figures 1c and 1d), a multi-modal behavior was observed (see colored arrows). At 

the early stages of flushing, a first rapid release was registered (blue arrows), while a second, 

delayed peak was observed during advanced flushing (red arrows). This suggests that two 

different release mechanisms are occurring for C0= 8 and 12 g/l
 
at the three pore water velocities, 

one associated with fast detachment of particles retained in Site 1 (k
1

d = 0.016, 0.032, and 0.039, 

respectively for V= 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s) and a second associated with slow 

detachment of colloids retained on Site 2, which is characterized by detachment coefficients of 

approximately one order of magnitude lower than those of Site 1 (k
2
d = 0.003, 0.002, and 0.003, 

respectively for V=5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s). It seems that this behavior is associated to the 

value of C0, rather than to the pore water velocity, as the flow rate affected the position of the 

second peak, but did not have a relevant influence on its height and shape. 
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The profiles of retained particles at the end of injection time (t=tinj) decreases in nonlinear form 

with increasing distance from the x=0 (Figure 4a to 4c), whereas conversely the retained profiles 

at the end of flushing step, increases with distance (Figure 4d). This inverse behavior of 

deposited particles at two times of t=tinj and t= tinj+ tflush are corresponding to the variation of the 

particles attachment and detachment behavior at sites of s1 and s2 as shown in Figure (Figure 5a 

to 5d). For the injection period, the deposited particles at s1 is at least 10 times greater than those 

at s2 (Figure 5a and 5c) for each distance of x. In the other words, during the injection period, the 

physical-chemical interaction which is modeled at s1 is dominated for particle attachment and the 

straining kinetics is limited. In addition, increasing the pore water velocity (V) lead to larger 

variation of deposited particles along the column for both sites. Similar condition is also 

observed during the flushing period, as the space-dependent dynamics which follows at s2, is 

predominated by the process modeled by the s1 for the particle detachment (Figure 5b and 5d). 

At flushing period, the pore water velocity (V) has a greater effect on the particle detachment 

than particle attachment for both sites. Since the shapes of all figures are similar, the flow rate 

(V) influences the amount of deposited particles in two sites, but not the deposition mechanism. 

It is concluded that since the rate of attachment and detachment processes associated to the s2 

is slower than to the s1, deposition for both sites was found to be (almost) completely reversible. 

The experimental profiles of concentration of deposited particles, measured at the end of the 

column tests (that is, at the end of flushing with particle-free water), exhibit a negligible 

concentration at the column entrance, and an increasing concentration with increasing distance 

from column inlet, which is not often reported in the literature. This result indicates that, when 

the tests were stopped, the release process was not totally completed along the entire column 

(which can also be observed in breakthrough curves, not reaching zero outlet concentration at the 
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end of the tests). When the profiles were measured, particles reversibly deposited close to 

column inlet had already been detached from the porous medium, resulting in extremely low 

residual concentrations, while detachment was not complete in the sections of the column closer 

to the outlet. This finding is a confirmation of the hypothesis of reversible deposition on both 

interaction sites: in case of irreversible deposition, the concentration of deposited particles 

should have been higher at column inlet, decreasing along the column as observed in the Figure 

(4a to 4c) at t=tinj. 

 

3.3. Porous medium clogging 

The occurrence of clogging during particle injection is particularly evident in the plots of 

pressure drop ΔP over time (Figure 2) for the tests performed at high injected concentration. 

Combined analysis of breakthrough curves (Figure 1) and pressure curves (Figure 2) provides 

information on the deposition and release mechanisms. At the lowest injected concentration C0= 

2 and 5 g/l (Figure 2a and 2b), no significant clogging was observed. The pressure drop stayed 

almost constant during the entire test and was clearly controlled by the flow rate. Doubling the 

flow rate resulted in doubling the pressure drop, that is, a linear dependence is observed, 

following Darcy law (compare for example the test for V= 5×10
-4

, 1×10
-3

, and 2×10
-3

 m/s in 

Figure 2a). 

For higher values of C0, a peak in the pressure plot was registered, which became more and more 

pronounced with increasing C0 (Figure 2b to 2d). This peak can be attributed to clogging. The 

combined effect of ΔP due to flow and ΔP due to clogging is particularly evident when 

comparing the results for tests with C0 = 2 g/l (Figure 2a) and C0= 5 g/l (Figure 2b). When further 

increasing C0 (Figures 2c and 2d), the contribution to pressure drop due to clogging increased 
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dramatically, coherently with the strong ripening observed in the breakthrough curves (Figure 1c 

and 1d). For a better comparison, the measured maximum pressure drop (ΔP) versus pore water 

velocity (V) at t=tinj, for different injection of nanoparticle (C0) is shown as semi-logarithmic in 

Figure (3). The peak pressure increases linearly with flow rate, coherently with Darcy law, while 

changes in injected concentration resulted in changes of peak pressure of orders of magnitude. 

This finding supports the direct relationship between concentration of deposited particles and 

pressure drop, which is included in the transport model (Equations 2 to 5). 

Clogging is simulated through a reduction in porosity and permeability. The controlling 

parameters are the coefficients λ and θ, which result to be moderately affected by flow rate 

(Table 1). In particular, clogging can also be related to changes in the averaged effective porosity 

(AEP), which can be calculated as the integral of space-dependent porosity along the column: 

 

   

L

dxtx
L

tAEP
0

,
1

                          (7) 

 

To better follow the variations of AEP over time, and also investigate the time that AEP profiles 

restore to the initial values (0.37) in different conditions, the simulation flushing period in 

EMNM1D code was extended up to 35,000 s to better follow the AEP variation during time 

(Figure 6). Obtained results can be briefly state as follows:  

1) AEP reduction is affected by a combination of both V and C0, with colloid concentration 

dominating over the effect of V, and 

 2) the time at which maximum AEP reduction occurs is earlier for conditions of high C0 (all 

conditions in Figure 6d) and high V (green lines in Figure 6a to 6d) because at high input colloid 
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concentrations ripening occurs, and at high velocities the stagnant zone volume in the porous 

medium is minimal. 

 

4. Conclusions  

Results of this study show that using copper as partial coating metal onto the NZVI surface 

promotes the colloidal stability of the particle slurries when they are injected in the saturated 

coarse sand columns. Transport and retention mechanisms of highly concentrated nano-Fe/Cu 

particles (2-12 g/l) through high flow-rated sand column were simulated as well by the numerical 

modeling of modified advection-dispersion-deposition equation by E-MNM1D. Both 

experimental and modeling results show that bimetallic nano-Fe/Cu particles can be injected, 

easily and transported without significant retention in the sand medium and also decrease in 

effective porosity through column. The transport tests also indicated that the injected 

concentration has an extremely relevant impact on the injectability of the particles. Injected 

concentrations in the order of 8 g/l or higher gave rise to pronounce clogging phenomena, which 

could have a negative impact on a field injection of the particles, both in terms of mobility in the 

subsurface and injection pressure required. Clogging seemed to be caused by ripening deposition 

dynamics, and mainly controlled by the injected concentration, while flow rate had a minor 

impact. 

In the efforts of guiding the design of environmental remediation strategies for a specific 

contaminated site prior to deployment, this study provides valuable information on the transport 

behavior of nano-Fe/Cu ex-situ for the chemical conditions encountered in the field (specially 

for Karaj aquifer). Future improvements to the reactive transport models on which environmental 

remediation strategies are based should consider including: i) long-term reaction kinetics of the 

particles with their target contaminant, and ii) dispersal of the injected nanoparticles outside the 
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boundaries of the affected area to minimize potential adverse effects on ecosystem and public 

health.  

 

5. Appendix A: Supporting Information 

Supporting information section is provided to indicate the more information about the parameter 

values used in numerical modeling (Table A1), statistical criteria (R
2
 and P-value) between the 

observed and simulated values of ∆P and C/C0 (Table A2), observed and fitted BTC curves of 

tracer tests through the sand column (Figure A1), and simulated normalized retained particle 

concentration profiles at the end of transport test (Figure A2).  
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Figures 

 

Figure (1): Effects of pore water velocity (V) and injected nanoparticle concentration (C0) on the normalized NZVI 

breackthrough curves C/C0. Colored symbols and lines indicate the observed and simulated values, respectively.  

The orange dotted lines indicate the end of the injection period. 
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Figure (2): Effects of pore water velocity and (V) nanoparticle concentration (C0) on the pressure drop of water (∆P) 

through the column. Colored symbols and lines demonstrate the observed and simulated values, respectively.   

 

 

 
 

Figure (3): Peak pressure drop ΔP versus V for different injection concentrations of nanoparticles (C0). Results are 

corresponding to the time oft=tinj. 
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Figure (4): Normalized retained particle concentration profiles for C0 = 8 g/l and different velocities.Figures (a) to 

(c) correspond to time at t=tinj, and (d) at t=tinj+tflush. Experimental observations are presented as symbols, while 

simulations are presented as lines. 
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Figure (5): Development of the particle concentration in solid phase at site of s1 and s2 over space, for different 

velocities: (a and b) at the end of injection period, and (c and d) at end of flushing period (for all figures, C0=8 g/l). 
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Figure (6): Effect of pore water velocity (V) and injected nanoparticle concentration (C0) on the simulated average 

effective porosity (AEP) of the sand along the column during time: a) C0 = 2g/l, b) 5 g/l, c) 8g/land d) 12g/l.  
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Tables 

 

Table (1): Fitted parameters values of the model parameters for different pore water velocity.  

Parameter 

(unit) 
Parameter Explanation 

Fitted value* 

V=0.5 

mm/s 

V=1 

mm/s 

V=2 

mm/s 

λ (-) Average degree of packing of the particle deposits 0.371 0.354 0.354 

θ (-) Fraction of deposited nanoparticles contributing to 

the overall increase of the interface area 
0.0036 0.0038 0.0050 

k1
a (s

-1) Deposition rate coefficients for the interaction site 1 0.0060 0.0128 0.0130 

k1
d (s

-1) Release rate coefficients for the interaction site 1 0.016 0.032 0.039 

k2
a (s

-1) Deposition rate coefficients for the interaction site 2 0.042 0.028 0.024 

k2
d (s

-1) Release rate coefficients for the interaction site 2 0.0030 0.0020 0.0032 

A1 (-) 
Multiplier coefficients defining the interaction 

dynamics for site 1 
3300 3685 4000 

β1 (-) 
Exponent coefficients defining the interaction 

dynamics for site 1 
1.460 1.485 1.510 

β2 (-) 
Exponent coefficients defining the interaction 

dynamics for site 2 
0.001 0.012 0.170 

* In all three cases: C0 = 8 g/l. 

 

Table (3): Calculation of mass balance for nano-Fe/Cu particles in condition of C0=8 g/l and V= 0.5, 1,  

and 2 mm/s.  

Abbreviation Component (unit) 

V (mm/s) 

0.5 1.0 2.0 

C1 Total injected Particle during tinj(kg/m3) 8400 16800 33600 

C2 Observed effluent particles from BTC of C/C0 (kg/m3) 6132.1 15960.0 33264.6 

C3 Observed deposited particles on sand after tflush(kg/m3) 239.3 83.2 22.5 

Divergence (%)=[C1-(C2+C3)/C1]×100 ±24.1 ±4.5 ±1.0 
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Appendix A. Supporting Information 

Supporting information section is provided to indicate the more information about the parameter 

values used in numerical modeling (Table A1), statistical criteria (R
2
 and P- value) between the 

observed and simulated values of ΔP and C/C0 (Table A2), observed and fitted BTC curves of 

tracer tests through the sand column (Fig. A1), and simulated normalized retained particle 

concentration profiles at the end of transport test (Fig. A2). 

 

Figure (A1): Measured NaClBTC curves as tracer in different pore water velocity 
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Figure (A2): Simulated normalized retained particle concentration profiles in different velocities (V) and C0: 

a) C0 = 2 g/l, b) 5 g/l, and c) 12 g/l. All profiles are calculated and/or measured at the end of the transport test. 

Table (S1): Properties of porous medium, water and NZVI dispersion, and experimental conditions 

Subject Parameter Value Unit 

Porous medium 

Average diameter (d50) 0.83 × 10-3 m 

Porosity (n) 0.37 - 

Longitudinal dispersivity (αL) 5.7 × 10-3 m 

Bulk density (ρb) 2670 Kg/m 

Hydraulic conductivity (K) 5.5 × 10-4 m/s 

Permeability (k) 5.6 × 10-11 m2 

Water (Karaj tap water) 

Dynamic viscosity (μw) 0.89 × 10-3 Pa.s 

Density (ρw) 997 Kg/m 

Ionic strength (I) 40 mM 

pH ≈ 7.0-7.3 - 

NZVI dispersion 

NZVI concentration(C) 2, 5, 8, 12 g/l 

Dynamic viscosity (μf) 0.89 × 10-3 Pa. s 

Density of suspension (ρf) 
(1.01, 1.03, 1.05, 

1.08) × 103 
kg/m 
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Operating conditions 

Temperature (T) 24 (±1˚C) °C 

Pore water velocity(V) (0.5, 1, 2) × 10-3 m/s 

 

Table (A2): The R2 and P-value (with α=0.05) between the observed and simulated values of ∆P and C/C0 for 

different experimental conditions. 

Variable C0 (g/l) 
V= 0.5mm/s V= 1.0mm/s V= 2.0mm/s 

R2 P-value R2 P-value R2 P-value 

∆P 

2 0.970 0.505 0.967 0.377 0.993 0.724 

5 0.965 0.739 0.974 0.591 0.982 0.435 

8 1.000 0.010* 1.000 0.191 1.000 0.033* 

12 0.998 0.641 0.998 0.764 1.000 0.485 

C/C0 

2 1.000 0.875 1.000 0.791 1.000 0.935 

5 0.999 0.746 1.000 0.773 1.000 0.822 

8 0.996 0.651 0.998 0.733 0.997 0.709 

12 0.988 0.520 0.746 0.016* 0.998 0.381 

 * Significance level of 95%.  

 

 


